Splits on canned beans appear in the process of preparation and canning. Researchers are studying how they are influenced by cooking environment and genotype. However, there is no existing method to automatically quantify or to characterize the severity of splits. To solve this, we propose two measures: the Bean Split Ratio (BSR) that quantifies the overall severity of splits, and the Bean Split Histogram (BSH) that characterizes the size distribution of splits. We create a pixel-wise segmentation method to automatically estimate these measures from images. We also present a bean dataset of recombinant inbred lines of two genotypes, use the BSR and BSH to assess canning quality, and explore heritability of these properties.
Introduction
Beans are a staple food, having low cost and high nutrition (including protein, vitamins, minerals, and dietary fiber) [13] , and additional health benefits [35] . For quickness of use, beans are often pre-cooked and canned. However, depending on genotype, bean structural integrity can be harmed by cooking and canning, so there is an effort to improve these traits through breeding [33, 19, 4] . To facilitate this, automated quality measures are needed, and that is the focus of this paper.
Splits in the seed coats of canned dry beans, as shown in Fig. 1 , are an important undesirable phenotype exhibited following preparation and retort processing [21, 33, 32] . Preparation for canning involves soaking, which may reveal splits that are already present in the dry seeds or induce splitting in genotypes with poor seed coat integrity [29, 32, 34] . Following preparation, beans are canned in a retort under high temperature, high pressure conditions that can further induce splitting [29, 32] . Splits degrade the appearance and internal quality of beans [21, 29, 32] , and Figure 1 : Examples of splits on canned yellow dry beans, which we propose to characterize with BSR and BSH. Detected splits are shown as green boundaries.
genotypes that exhibit extensive splitting following canning are considered to have poor canning quality. The canning industry demands beans that can withstand the canning process to produce a high quality product [29, 32] , so it is important for dry bean breeders to evaluate canning quality of breeding lines prior to variety release. To improve the end-use quality of dry beans, researchers in plant and food science are interested in studying the association of splitting with genotype and processing conditions [34, 4] including cooking time and, in this case, retort processing time.
It is common practice to evaluate the appearance of canned beans by manual visual inspection prior to variety release [21, 12] . Trained reviewers rate the overall quality of canned products poured into trays, taking into account intactness, color, clumping, and brine characteristics including color, viscosity, and amount of extruded starch [10] . This, however, is biased, imprecise, laborious, and time-consuming [21] . To automate this process, Mendoza et. al. [21] extracted hand-crafted features such as color and texture from bean images and used a support vector machine to classify canned bean samples into acceptable and unacceptable categories. Here our aim is to characterize and quantify only splits. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method that specializes in quantifying bean splits.
Characterizing splits involves identifying splits in images, but this is challenging, even for a human, due to variations in shape, appearance, and lighting. Our approach leverages convolutional neural networks (ConvNet) [15, 14] which have been successful in image-based classification, detection, and segmentation, and play an increasingly important role in agriculture and food science [11] . Object segmentation with ConvNets [18, 9] achieve pixel-level classification for numerous applications from leaf segmentation [24] to vehicle detection from Lidar points [16] . Our bean split detector uses a ConvNet trained to discriminate splits from bean seed coats.
In this work, we propose two new measures for quantifying and characterizing bean split severity. We also present a tool to automatically estimate these measures from images and so characterize bean intactness. In addition, we establish a public bean-split dataset of canned bean images of different genotypes and retort processing times. Experimental results verify the feasibility of detecting and quantifying split severity and demonstrate the strategy's potential to be a powerful tool in revealing the association of splits with genotype and retort processing time.
Related Work
Various non-intrusive techniques such as soft X-ray imaging, hyperspectral imaging, and machine vision have been used to detect seed defects and evaluate seed quality [26] , with machine vision having the advantage of being low-cost. Efforts have been made to extract color features from images and use them to recognize damage types of soybeans [30] or to classify beans into a number of quality categories [21, 6] . However, the severity of the defects on beans has not been accurately represented and quantified.
Numerous techniques are used to reveal hidden defects in the process of imaging, making it possible to segment defect regions via simple image processing such as thresholding. For example, Sood et al . [31] applied X-ray imaging to visualize internal cracks of kidney bean seeds. Momin et al . [23] employed backlighting to enhance the splits of soybeans in captured images. In contrast, this work focuses on external splits of canned beans, and such splits are more complex and diverse in color and textures than that of uncooked soybean seeds.
Annotated image are the driving force behind the successful application of ConvNets to agriculture and food science. With large datasets, deep ConvNet achieves high performance in general tasks such as classification of plant species [7] and crop diseases [8, 22] from images. In addition, researchers build smaller datasets for specific tasks, including quantifying plant phynotypes. For example, with a self-made dataset and applying ConvNet, Baweja et al . [1] measure stalk count and stalk width, and Pound et al . [25] accurately localize wheat spikes and spikelets. Here we create a small dataset for a specific bean phenotype task.
Proposed Measures
We seek to move beyond manual assessment of dry bean quality and build automated tools to quantify quality-related bean phenotypes. For this goal, we propose two phenotypic measurements: Bean Split Ratio (BSR) and Bean Split Histogram (BSH), and present a tool for their automatic estimation. This section describes these measurements.
BSR: Bean Split Ratio
We define the BSR as the ratio of the exposed split area of a bean to the total surface area of the bean and refer to it as b. This will vary from bean to bean, so for a collection of beans the average BSR is:
where A S is the total split areas and A B is the total bean surface areas. The BSR is also the probability that a bean surface point selected at random will be within a split. Now, given an image of beans in a tray, we can define an image-estimated BSR as the ratio of the total number of split pixels to the total number of bean pixels (including both bean seed coat and bean split pixels). If splits are uniformly distributed around beans, then each pixel has an independent probability of b of being a split, and the expected value of the image-estimated BSR is b.
The image-estimated BSR has a number of characteristics that make it useful and convenient. It is simple and does not require segmenting or counting individual beans, which would involve additional labeling effort and classification. It is robust to occlusions, which always exist as at most one half of a bean is observed in any single image, and occlusions become worse when beans overlap each other. Furthermore, the image-estimated BSR is invariant to scale and so does not require strict control of distance from camera or viewing angle. Finally, BSR measures the lack of intactness of beans, a quantity used to assess bean quality, see Section 4.
BSH: Bean Split Histogram
In addition to their total area, splits can be characterized by their size distribution. While one could enumerate the number of splits of different sizes, we instead propose a Bean Split Histogram (BSH) that sums the total area belonging to splits of different sizes, divided by the total bean area. This gives more influence to larger splits and is a natural extension of the BSR.
The BSH is a histogram of split area-ratios defined for a collection of beans. Given M splits, let {A 1 , ..., A M } refer to the areas of all the splits, and let M be the maximum split area (which could be equal to the maximum bean size). Let the range [0, 1) be evenly partitioned into N bins such that the i'th bin has range R i = [
Each bin of the BSH will collect the sum of BSR values from Eq. 1 for splits of that size. Thus the value, b i , of the i'th bin of the BSH, is the sum of split ratios with area ratios in R i , namely:
An example BSH is shown in Fig. 2 . A probabilistic interpretation of the BSH is that bin value b i is the probability of an point on the surface of the bean collection of being in a split whose area A j satisfies Aj M ∈ R i . We see that each split area contributes toward a single bin; therefore, the sum of bins is the BSR, namely b = N i b i . In practice we use images to estimate a BSH. For this the areas are replaced with image areas measured in pixels. We note that an image-BSH is not identical to the BSH in Eq. 2. The image-area of a split depends not only on its area but also on its orientation relative to the camera. In addition, some splits may only be partially visible, and so be counted as a smaller split. Also, if adjacent splits are merged during detection, they may be counted as a larger split. However, given that most splits are small and dispersed, we expect that these adjustments are small and that the image-BSH will approximate the BSH.
Bean Dataset
A bean dataset 1 was collected and annotated for two purposes: (1) genotype and phenotype inheritance inference and (2) developing our split detection method. The latter uses a smaller subset of the data, enabling us to generate BSR and BSH measures on the full dataset.
Dataset for genotype inferences
The dry bean genotypes included in this study consist of two yellow dry bean parent genotypes and 18 of their recombinant inbred line progeny. The dataset includes a total of 20 genotypes that were processed in duplicate across five different retort processing times (10, 15, 20, 30 The beans were imaged as described in [21] . The system has a top-down view camera, fluorescent lights to provides stable lighting, and a cover to shield from ambient light. Each canned sample was rinsed to remove brine and then poured into a tray, positioned randomly and imaged. A total of 199 images were collected from the 200 samples, as one sample was lost following visual evaluation.
Dataset for split detection
A subset of 36 images from the dataset are pixel-wise labeled to enable development and validation of our split detection method, (29 for training and 7 for validation). Each pixel is labeled as one of 3 classes: (1) tray, (2) seed coat, or (3) split. Labeling was done using graph cuts [17] to interactively separate bean pixels from tray pixels, and handdrawn boundaries to segment each split. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3 .
Although the number of labeled images is small, we believe it is feasible to train an accurate model from them for the following reasons. First, many genotypes have similar appearance that can be captured by a small number of images. Second, classification applies to a pixel, rather than image, and so each training image provides many labels. Third, images are augmented via rotations and flipping.
Method
We provide a summary of our method for estimating BSR and BSH from images as well as details of our segmentation algorithm.
Algorithm
A1: Train two pixel-wise segmentation models using the labeled dataset described in Sec. 4.2.
A2: Apply trained models to generate pixel-wise, 3-class predictions on the full image dataset from Sec. 4.1, namely: tray, seed coat, or split.
A3: Threshold and count the number of split pixels and seed coat pixels and compute the BSR using Eq. 1.
A4: Cluster split pixels into contiguous regions, measure their areas, and estimate the BSH using Eq. 2.
Segmentation ConvNet
Splits can be challenging to distinguish, even for humans, as surface textures and specular reflections often have similar appearance to splits, and some beans have seed coats with very similar color to the internal bean. Discriminating splits from confusers involves using both fine texture cues and surrounding context. This motivated our use of a pyramid convolutional network [24] which integrates both fine detail and context to discriminate leaf boundaries. 
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Network architecture
The ConvNet architecture we use in this work is modified from [24] , and its diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . Here symbol C represents sequential connection of convolutional layer and a ReLU nonlinearity, ↑ denotes down-sampling by maxpooling, and ↓ denotes up-sampling via nearest neighboring interpolation. With six resolutions the network has a maximum receptive field size of 318 × 318, giving significant contextual cues for segmenting split pixels. We train two networks independently: one performs bean/tray segmentation (orange + green vs. grey in Fig. 3) , and the other segments splits from seed coats (green vs. orange). The seed coat segmentation task is much more difficult than the former and requires more epochs for convergence, and so make sense to train separately.
Thresholding scores
A threshold converts output scores into one of the 2 classes. We compute the optimum threshold based on two criteria, (1) intersection over the union (IoU) between predicted split pixels with labeled pixels (a standard measure for detection accuracy) and (2) BSR error. Both give a similar best threshold level shown with the green lines. 
Experimental results
Here we report on both the human panelists' rating and the automated BSR and BSH measures. We explore how these measures can be used to evaluate quality and investigate genetic factors influencing it. Table 1 shows that the estimated intactness of canned bean samples was influenced by bean genotype, retort process time, and reviewer. There was also an interaction between reviewer and genotype. The effect of reviewer on the intactness score indicates the subjective nature of using human panelists for this evaluation, and the need for a more objective method, such as ours.
Canned bean intactness: human panelists
Image-based BSR prediction
We built the network shown in Fig. 4 based on Keras [3] with an input image resolution 864 × 864 and ran training programs with AdaDelta [36] as an optimizer. As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, we trained two models. The first one distinguishes beans from the tray. Loss and average precision (AP) over 18 epochs are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. As it is an easy task, the loss function converges fast, and the model achieves high AP. The second model detects splits, by classifying each pixel into splits or seed coat. The tray pixels are ignored for computing loss and AP. The loss and AP curves over 70 epochs are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) , respectively. The model achieves AP over 0.8.
To use the predicted split pixels for further analysis, we need to apply a threshold on the network output. It makes sense to select a threshold that maximizes performance, and Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show performance on two measures: Split IoU and BSR error. BSR error is the average percent error in estimating the BSR from an image. It can be seen that the two criteria result in similar best threshold: i .e. 0.89 (based on IoU) and 0.90 (based on BSR error). 
Baseline performance comparison
In Table 2 , we use the bean pixels of the validation set to compare our method to a baseline Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [20] on pixel-wise HSV color features [2] . The BSH error is quantified by Earth Mover's Distance [28] .
The poor performance of LDA shows that pixel color alone is insufficient to detect splits and spatial cues learned by the pyramid ConvNet greatly improve performance.
Qualitative BSR and BSH results
Figs. 10(a) to 10(c) shows a single bean type under increasing retort times. This results in more visible splits, and can be quantified by the increasing BSR measures. Figs. 10(d) to 10(f) show the BSH of Figs. 10(a) to 10(c), respectively. To obtain the size of individual split, we cluster split pixels by using connected component labeling [27] . Note that different splits that are connected in images can be incorrectly treated as one split.
Comparison of automated and human analysis
Multiple human panelists rated each tray of beans with an integer intactness score ranging from 1 to 5. Their average score was used as reference intactness. We calculated the Pearson correlation between the image-based BSR and the reference intactness, and compared this to the correlation of the individual raters with the reference intactness. tracks the reference intactness better and so has potential to achieve at least comparable performance to human panelists in intactness estimation.
Applicability of methods to breeding
The most important quality of detected features for bean breeders is a measure of the proportion of variance attributed to genotype rather than other factors. This estimate is called the repeatability or heritability, and ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values being more useful and effective to implement in a breeding program. The values indicate to what degree the phenotype is controlled by genotype, which determines how closely the progeny will resemble their parents, and therefore how effective selection based on the given trait (or features) will be from one generation to the next. Heritability estimates for the BSR was 0.957, which is extremely high. Heritability estimates for individual BSH bins representing different sizes of splits ranged from 0.64 to 0.82 (see Fig. 8 ), and some of these bin scores were impacted by retort time, rep, or whether the image was included in the training set. Though a significant proportion of the variation in human ratings was also attributable to genotype (Table 1) , these values were also significantly impacted by the Reviewer and Retort Time, which was not the case for the BSR trait. In addition, the need for multiple reviewers to reduce bias in human scores translates to a very time-and cost-intensive rating process compared to an image-based approach.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present two measures, BSR and BSH, that quantify and characterize the severity of bean splits. We propose a method estimating BSR and BSH from bean images and demonstrate it on a new, annotated bean-image dataset. We find strong correlation between BSR and human-estimated bean intactness. Furthermore, from our bean dataset we find strong heritability of these measures, indicating that they are likely a useful tool for breeders interested in selecting for improved canning quality. Since these measures can be estimated more quickly and reliably than human-based scores, they may improve breeders' ability to select genotypes for crossing and advancement in their breeding programs, as well as determine the genetic factors controlling propensity for seed coats to split during canning. 
